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Representation Information

‘The information that maps a Data Object into more meaningful concepts’.
The CRISP approach

Crowdsourcing Representation Information to Support Preservation
The CRISP objective:

GET THE DATA
The process
Get involved!

@dpref Here’s a link to the PDF spec http://...

OR...

CRISP: Crowdsourcing Representation Information

CRISP is a community effort to collect representation information. ReplInfo helps ensure content can be accessed over time despite technological obsolescence.

It’s really easy to contribute. Just fill in the (very short) form below with your suggestions.

* Required

The URL of a web page that contains information to be preserved. *

Descriptive tag(s) (optional)
Enter one or more keywords (comma separated), e.g. ‘format, specification’ or ‘software, reference-implementation’, or for formats, ‘pdf, application/pdf, fmt/111’
Over to you...